Interactions between ring polymers in dilute solution studied by Monte Carlo simulation.
The second virial coefficient, A2, for trivial-ring polymers in dilute condition was estimated from a Metropolis Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, and the temperature dependence of A2 has been discussed with their Flory's scaling exponent, ν, in Rg ∝ N(ν), where Rg is radius of gyration of a polymer molecule. A limited but not too small number of polymer molecules were employed in the simulation, and the A2 values at various temperatures were calculated from the molecular density fluctuation in the solution. In the simulation, the topology of ring polymers was kept, since chain crossing was prohibited. The excluded volume effects can be screened by the attractive force between segments, which depends on the temperature, Tα, defined in the Metropolis MC method. Linear and trivial-ring polymers have the ν value of 1/2 at Tα = 10.605 and 10.504. At Tα = 10.504, the excluded volume effects are screened by the attractive force generated between segments in a ring polymer, but the A2 value for ring polymers is positive. Thus, the temperature at A2 = 0 for a ring polymer is lower than that at ν = 1/2, and this fact can be explained with the following two reasons. (a) Rg value for a ring polymer is much smaller than that for a linear polymer at the same temperature and molecular weight, where interpenetration of a ring polymer chain into neighboring chains is apparently less than a linear chain. (b) The conformation of trivial rings can be statistically described as a closed random walk at ν = 1/2, but their topologies are kept, being produced topological constraints, which strongly relate not only to the long-distance interaction between segments in a molecule but also the inter-molecular interaction.